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PROGRESS REPORT NO. 2

INFLUENCE OF LUBRICATION ON
ENDURANCE OF ROLLING CONTACTS

SUMMARY:

This report is the second progress report in a comprehensive
experimental and theoretical study of lubrication effects on the
endurance of rolling contats under Contract NOw-61-0716-C.

The experimental studies on this program involve three
basic types of machines: the Rolling Four-Ball Tester of the type
similar to that used by Barwell (I)*, a Flat Washer and Rolling
Element machine of the type used by 0 G Industries, Inc., and a
Two-Ball Apparatus being developed especially for this investigation.
In the four-ball and two-ball machines the contact conditions and
lubrication between two balls in rolling contact, both with and
without different kinds and degrees of slip, can be studied. Flat
washer testing of other element configurations will be conducted as
the program progresses.

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory for the generation
of lubricant film pressures between two rollers or balls has been
reviewed. Recent developments reported in the literature
are presented for use in calculating theoretical lubrication para-
meters in practical experimental systems. The development of a new
electrical conductivity technique for the study of the lubricant
and contact conditions in the rolling four-ball tester is described,
and some contact lubrication effects detected in preliminary
experiments with this new technioue are presented. Radioisotope
tracer tests to detect metal transfer under diffrent lubrication
conditions in the four-ball machine are in the final preparatory
stages. They are intended for correlation with the conductivity
studies.

All the above studies are aimed both at defining the
limits of full-film elastohydrodynamic lubrication and at a study
of contact lubrication In the elastohydrodynamic and boundary regimes.

Numbers in parentheses refer to references at the end of this report.

- L -R
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A bank of four-ball machines are being readied for endurance testing
under lubrication conditions defined by the above mentioned tech-
niques. Well defined, high purity test lubricants have been selected
to represent a cross-section of lubricant fluids. A basic under-
standing of elastohydrodynamic effects on endurance, of course, will
require precise measurements of the temperatures and pressures or
deflections at rolling contacts in order to relate these lubrication
parameters to bearing failure processes. Such studies will be under-
taken later with the two-ball machine, designed to allow precise
measurement of the deflections and lubricant film thickness between
two rolling balls using refined X-ray techniques based on the X-ray
film-thickness method developed previously (2).

The recent progress and results in the above research efforts
are presented in the following sections.

I
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ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION THEORY

Since Reynolds first applied the Navier-Stokes equation
for the behavior of viscous fluids to the problem of the lubricant
flow in films between bearing surfaces (3), the resulting hydro-
dynamic lubrication theories have found extensive use in design and
performance calculations for plain bearings. This success of
hydrodynamics in providing a theoretical basis for lubrication
problems, of course, led to the early development of hydrodynamic
lubrication theories for rolling contacts (4). However, these
early theorists assumed that the bearing surfaces were perfectly
rigid and that the lubricant viscosity was constant, as it can
reasonably be assumed for plain bearings. This resulted in the
prediction of lubricant film thicknesses at rolling contacts of the

same order of magnitude as the atomic spacings in the bearing metal,
for conditions under which many bearings and gears were known to
operate successfully. This fact, together with the mathematical com-
plexity of any real improvements on the above assumptions, resulted
in the wide-spread belief that the generation of hydrodynamic lubri-
cant films at rolling contacts was not possible and that lubrication
problems for such systems could only be solved by thin-film or
boundary methods to be studied on the molecular scale.

On the other hand, the design of rolling bearings has been
based almost entirely on the contact theory of Hertz (5) assuming
static, frictionless surfaces. On this basis, and assuming "adequate
lubrication", highly successful empirically based methods were evolved
for prediction of bearing fatigue life (6). Bearing catalog life
ratings based on these theories do not distinguish lubricant effects.
It has been found in many recent studies, however, that lubricants
indeed have a profound effect on bearing endurance (7-13). In
addition, recent developments in measurement techniques (14-16) have
shown that the lubricant films at rolling contacts, even though very
thin, are nevertheless much thicker than molecular dimensions. Such
new evidence, together with the development of new mathematical
techniques and high speed digital computors, has inspired consider-
able recent development of elastohydrodynamic theory, in which the
equations of elasticity theory for the elastic deformation of the
bearing surfaces are solved simultaneously with hydrodynamic equations
for the flow of the lubricant, considering an exponential increase in
viscosity with pressure.

-3-
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1-1 Theories for "Line"Contact

Lubrication theories are most easily developed for the
infinitely wide bearing, which in the case of rolling bearings, is
the so-called "line" contact as between two cylindrical rollers
without end effects. Most elastohydrodynamic theory is for "line"
contacts, as discussed in Progress Report No. I on this program.
Some of these theories can be applied qualitatively to the lubrica-
tion of balls in the present program, and since the "line" contact
theories have been more extensively developed than the "point" con-
tact theories, the mathematical techniques used should be studied
for eventual application to the three-dimensional problem.

Theory by Dowson and Hiaoinson. Dowson and Hlgginson (17)
solved the "line" contact elastohydrodynamic problem by a numerical
technique. This technique involves the determination of a pressure
distribution over the contact which produces compatible film shapes
when both the elastic and the hydrodynamic requirements of the
system are satisfied. They showed that the film shape required to
yield a given pressure curve can be determined completely using
hydrodynamic equations. The shape of the elastically deformed surface
can also be determined from the assumed pressure curve and then be
compared with the hydrodynamically obtained film shape.

Dowson and Higginson assume that, as the load is Increased,
the pressure distribution in the contact area approaches the
Hertzian pressures, except in the inlet and outlet regions. This
assumption is essentially the same as that used by Grubin (18),
discussed in the previous report. To solve a specific elastohydro-
dynamic problem, a load is first selected and the corresponding
Hertzian pressure distribution calculated. Then a trial pressure
curve is chosen by modifying the Hertzian curve, and the film thick-
ness is computed. The film shapes computed from hydrodynamic and
elastic equations are then compared, and further trials made as
necessary if too large a discrepancy occurs between the two curves.
The solution of the elastohydrodynamic problem is considered obtained
when the curves match each other within some specified tolerance.

The mathematical results obtained by Dowson and Higginson
show a tendency of the contact pressure distribution toward Hertzian
and of the film shape toward parallel as the load increases. They
also support Cameron's speculation (19) that at high loads film

- 4 -
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thickness would become insensitive to increase in load. Dowson and
Higginson have evaluated a number of specific cases by the above
method and have correlated these numerical results into a formula
for minimum film thickness (20), as follows:

where

ana

and = minimum film thickness

/9 effective radius of a roller on a flat

load per unit width of the contact

= absolute viscosity at atmospheric pressure
and temperature

7 pressure coefficient of viscosity

= surface velocity of rollers

reduced Young's modulus defined by

L where c, is Poisson's Ratio and

F is Young's modulus for
,2 the two contact bodies

R
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Dowson and Higginson have Rlso calculated some examples of
the effect of elastohydrodynamic lubricant pressures on the subsurface
stresses at rolling contacts (21). Enclosure 1 shows a few typical
curves. The most notable result is that with certain loads, speeds,
curvatures, and material properties, the Dowson and Higginson solution
shows that a secondary maximum of she3r stress is generated that can
be higher than the Hertzian maximum.

Archard, Gair. and Hirst Theory. Archard, Gair, and Hirst (22)
solved essentially the same elastohydrodynamic problem as Dowson and
Higginson, above, and Poritsky, Petrusevich, and Grubin, discussed
In Progress Report No. 1, using an iterative technique with a com-
putor. They present the following principal results:

a) The hydrodynamic equations contain only the
following independent dimensionless variables

Dimensionless pressure P5 =P6 , where 9 is an elastic constant*

Dimensionless pressure-viscosity K' =4' , where/9 is a pressure-
viscosity coefficient

Dimensionless velocity 0 = f. where-), is the viscosity at
atmospheric pressure

U is the sum of the
surface velocities

R is half the harmonic mean
of the curvature radii

Whenever two problems are identical in these variables,
the film geometry will be identical in the variables

" -- where h is the film thickness

.X ' where X is the length coordinate
across the contact.

b) For an oil of 40 cp, and rollers of 1.5 in. dipmeter,
nuimerical solutions were obtained for varying loads,
speed, pressure viscosity and elastic constants.

6 is def iitid us follows: d - 2r /- .- where -- is Poisson's

ratio and ,L- is Young's modulus.

- -I
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Fig. A in Enclosure 2 shows the film thickness . at
the point of maximum pressure as a function of
speed and load. It is stated that h, varies approx-
imately as the -1/4 power of the maximum Hertz
stress P , as the 0.7 power of speed V , and
inversely as the pressure-viscosity coefficient 4.
The effect of the elastic constant is negligible.

c) Pressure distributions as a function of velocity,
load, and viscosity, are given graphically, Fig. B, Enc. 2
showing a typical distribution. Deviation from
Hertzian distribution increases with speed, viscosity
and elastic modulus, and with decreases of load and
pressure-viscosity coefficient.

d) The Hertzian relationship between load and maximum
surface pressure is disturbed very little.
However, there is a typical high and sharp pressure
peak in the outlet region, which, if experimentally
confirmed, will cause a high secondary subsurface
shear stress maximum. Corresponding to the pressure
peak, there is a thinning of the film to about 75%
of that prevailing in the Hertzian region.

D3rr Theory. As discussed in the first Progress Report, Dorr
has developed what is probably the mathematically most satisfying
elastohydrodynamic theory for an Isoviscous lubricant (23). Recently,
DOrr has been extending his theory for lubricants having an exponen-
tial variation of viscosity with pressure, using a much more
extensive analytical approach than has hitherto been available (24).
At the present time, final results of his work are not available.

Bell's Non-Newtonian Theory. In his most recent work Bell (25)
has developed a theory for film thicknesses in rolling contact
with a non-Newtonian fluid, as compared to the lubricants having
Newtonian viscosity discussed in all of the above theories. Bell
assumes that the lubricant behaves as a Ree-Eyring fluid in which
shear stress " and shear rate are related by the following
expression

-
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and the quantities oeX., 4, A , and 7Aare constants at a constant
temperature, andp is pressure.

Bell makes the assumption that the film thickness in the
contact area is constant and the contact area has the Hertzian form.
He suggests that the film thickness developed in the contact zone
is much dependent on the mechanical process occurring in the entering
section. He further assumes that the shape of the film in the
entering section can be taken as the deformed shape of the surfaces
determined by Hertz theory outside the contact area, as follows:

where P is the load applied per unit length, 6 is a reduced

Young's modulus*, and V and / are defined as

- A

where X4 is the half width of the Hertz contact area.

The equations obtained are difficult to solve. Bell
developes upper and lower bounds for the solution and then combines
them to yield a final approximate equation for the film thickness
4o which is valid for pure rolling.

The solution is presented as a graph shown as Figure C in

Enclosure 2. In this figure the dimensionless parameter //x is
plotted as the ordinate against_

*Bell's X'' differs from Dowson and Higginson's r *by a factor of
2/? , such that 1/1' =

-8-
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as the abscissa, showing a family of curves with as the
parameter. Here ? is defined as

where , = a lubricant property which is proportional to
the relaxation time,

: =the sum of the surface velocities at the
contact in the direction of rolling,

and # = the pressure-viscosity coefficients of
.X and & , respectively,

-7= = the ordinary pressure-viscosity coefficient,

/.o = absolute viscosity at the environmental

pressure and temperature,

= half the harmonic mean of the radii of
curvatures at the contact = +I* +/R

P = the load per unit width of the contact.

The Bell theory yields lower values for h. than the
Newtonian theories, as seen by comparison with the curve for the
Newtonian theory by Grubin (18), also shown in Figure C of Enclosure 2.
(Experimental values appear to fall between the Newtonian and the
Bell values.) However, the Bell theory approaches the Newtonian
theory at low values of 2- , i.e. at low rolling speeds with lubricants
having short relaxation times under conditions when the film thickness
is fairly large.

Other Non-Newtonian Theories. In their recent work, Crouch
and Cameron (26) have derived a lubrication theory using graphical
methods in which the lubricant is assumed to conform to the Maxwell
model (having visco-elastic properties) in which the viscosity
varies with pressure. This theory is also extended to "point"

- 9 -
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contacts between spheres. Milne (27) and Burton (28) have also
developed rolling-contact lubrication theories using Maxwell lubri-
cants, and Kotova (29) and Sasaki, et al (31) have used the
Bingham model of a plastic body for the non-Newtonian behavior of
the lubricant. The Sasaki theory is extended for complete roller
bearings, as is the theory by Osterle (30) for isoviscous Newtonian
lubricants. The details of these other theories will be reported
later as the need arises.

Thermal Theories. The temperatures which exist in elasto-
hydrodynamic films have been studied by Archard (32). Archard
applied the flash temperature theory developed by Blok (33) and
Jaeger (34). Using this theory, he derives the surface temperature
in terms of the rate of heat supply, the size and speed of the heat
source, and the thermal properties of the material. Next, Archard
computes the temperature increase in the oil film above the surface
temperature by considering steady state conditions and assuming
a generation of heat uniformly distributed through the film and
dissipation of the heat by conduction in the direction perpendicular
to the surfaces. The rise in oil temperature on the median plane
above the surface temperature is approximated by

where = rise in temperature above the surface temperature,

= thermal conductivity in the oil,

S= film thickness,

= the coefficient of friction

' = the normal load per unit contact width,

, and 7g = surface velocities,

= the mechanical equivalent of heat)

,4f = the half-width of the contact area.

- 10 -
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Archard finally examines the case where all heat is gener-
ated in the center plane of the film and finds that the oil film
temperature rise computed in this manner is twice that obtained
assuming uniform heat generation in the film. It i' concluded
from numerical comparison that the temperature rise within the oil
film, under certain operating conditions, substantially exceeds
the surface temperature rise above ambient. Arohard's formula
yields zero temperature rise in the film for pure tolling.

The rolling-contact therms. theory by Sternlicht, et al
(35), assumes adiabatic conditions in the lubricant film as opposed
to the predominant conduction processes predicted by other
theorists (32, 17).

1-2 Theoriel for "Point" Contact

In theeerly theories for "point" contact, as distinguished
from those for "line" contact discussed above, Howlett (36) and
Kapitss (37), whose theory was discussed in Progress Report No. I,
both assumed rigid ball surfaces.

Archard end Kirk (38) have developed a simplified theory
of elastohydrodynamic lubrication for point contact by using the
same basic hydrodynamic equation as Kapitsa used in his analytis
of bell bearing lubrication theory. By setting up a criterion of
maximum load carried equivalent to

where Ra"ex is the maximum reduced pressure and o is the pressure-
viscosity coefficient, they obtained a first approximate value h,
of the thickness of the parallel film existing under elastohydro-
dynamic conditions

which is similar to the equation of Kapitma discussed in Progress
Report No. 1.

A more complete analysis of elastohydrodynamic lubrica-
tion at "point" contacts was also made (but not fully published)
by Archard and Kirk, using methods similar to those employed by

- 11 -
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Grubin in his anslysis of "line" contacts. By taking into account
the side leakage effect, the film thickness is obtained as

where h film thickness in cm,

= the pressure-viscosity coefficient in cm2/dyne)

V =sum of the surface velocities in cm/sec0

= viscosity at atmospheric pressure in poise,

-' =equivalent radius of a ball on a flat
in cm = ,/ ,A, '

4 = modulus of elasticity in dynes/cm2

load in dynes.

1-3 Summary

The elastohydrodynsmic theory of line contact appears well
established for conditions of isothermal flow. The film thickness
equation by Archard and Kirk can serve as a guide for point contact.
Thermal and non-Newtonian theories are in their early stages. In the
present work, theory will be used in two ways:

a) Calculations of film thickness and pressure
distribution in the contact zone will be made
for comparison with the experimental results.

b) Using experimental film thickness profiles, an
analysis of contact stresses is planned.

In order to provide reliable methods for the latter purpose,
MU(r Industries has, using corporate funds, entered into a contract
with Battelle Memorial Institute for a feasibility study on a numer-
ical method for stress computation in ball contacts where the surface
deformation topography is experimentally known.

- 12 -
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2

CONDUCTIVITY TECHNIQUES FOR THE

DETECTION OF LUBRICANT FILMS

Conductivity testing, with a rolling four-ball test
machine, has been conducted at M P L Industries, in order to attain
a better understanding of contact phenomena with lubricated, rolling
balls. The initial conductivity test program has covered a study of
operational parameters such as load, speed, viscosity, and surface
finish, regarding their effects on producing separation of the con-
'tact surfaces with a lubricating film. Although an extensive program
of testing and analysis, both with the four-ball tester and other
test apparatus, will be required to more fully understand the relation-
ship between data obtained by electrical methods and lubrication
phenomena at rolling contacts, the test data now available make it
possible to draw certain conclusions, and have established feasibility
of the method.

2-1 Equipment Description and Test Conditions

The rolling four-ball configuration has been previously
shown on Enclosures 11 and 12 of Appendix I to Progress Report No. I.
Basically, the test method consists of introducing an electrical
potential difference between the upper driving ball and one or more
of the three lower driven balls, and interpreting voltage measure-
ments obtained across the contact, in terms of separation between the
rolling elements.

Development of Electrical Circuitry. Initial cnnductivity testing
was attempted with an arrangement similar to that shown on Enclosure
15(a) of Progress Report No. I. The shorting contacts, in this
instance, consisted of a bronze, rifle cleaning brush. Testing with
this brush was discontinued when it was discovered that the bristles
tore loose from their holder and entered the rolling contact region.

The four-ball test configuration now being utilized is
shown on Enclosure 3 . The top ball is adhesive bonded to the
driving spindle to avoid shifting of the ball axis. Two electrical
contactors are mounted in the rotating plastic cage so that they
bear against one of the lower test balls. Three mercury slip ring
assemblies are utilized to make electrical connections to the rotating

- 13 -
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elements. 'rhe circuit runs from the ground through the upper slip
ring into the %pindle and upper ball, across the upper and lower
test balls (wh.n in contact), through the lower test ball into one of
the electrical contactors, and out one of the lower slip rings to the
voltage source (other terminal of source grounded). The second con-
tactor on the lower ball, and its associated slip ring., are used for
periodic monitoring of the contactors.

The contactors used are known as "fuzz buttons", which is
the tradename for wound copper alloy wire contactors produced by
Technical Wire Products, Inc., Springfield, New Jersey. The contactor
is formed from a single wire, which greatly reduces the likelihood
that loose pieces of wire will enter the (ontart area. The particular
contactors used are gold plated copper alloys of 97..' copper and 3'
silver. Enclosure 4 shows microphotographs of one of the 0.16l8"
diameter contactors.

To ascertain their contact properties, a test was conducted
with "fuzz buttons" in contact with the equator of a ball which was
adhesive bonded to a spindle rotating at 400 rev./min. With an
applied voltage of 100 millivolts across the two contactors, the
voltage drop across the contacts in a 50 kn circuit was measured to
be no more than 10 microvolts. The test was discontinued after four
hours running time when no increase in the voltage was observed. The
performance of the contactors was also monitored on an oscilloscope
where it was shown that a steady signal was obtained for the duration
of the test. It was noticed however, that a minimum contact
pressure was necessary in order to assure proper contact with the
lubricated ball. In future testing the contactor will be spring loaded
against the ball at a point as near the pole of rotation as possible,
so that relative rotation effects are minimized. For the testing
that was conducted during this reporting period the contactors were
compressed in holes in the cage, and the elasticity of the contactor
itself was utilized to provide the spring pressure.

Mercury slip rings have been retained for this series of
tests, to avoid the complication of additional experimentation with
solid slip rings until the conductivity testing has been proven out.
The use of solid slip rings is planned in the future because it will
greatly simplify assembly and disassembly of the rig and will make
it possible to operate at high speeds (small diameters will be used).

1.4
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The electrical circuit now being utilized is shown on
Enclosure 5 . As shown, the contact is in series with a 56 ka.
resistor, and the contatt circuit receives a DC voltage from a
3 kx. voltage divider across a 1.5 v dry cell. This arrangement
makes it possible to adjust the open contact voltage level to
100 my, which Is the voltage level used in all of the test series
so far conducted. The 56 kA series resistor limits the current
through the contact to a maximum of 2 'a. The switch provided in
series with the contacts simulates an open contact, and is utilized
for voltage calibration purposes.

The sensing circuits are connected In parallel across the
contact and consist of a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, a Vacuum Tube
Voltmeter and a DC Amplifier. A dual beam oscilloscope is utilized
for monitoring both the input and output signal of the amplifier.
Switching Is provided so that the voltmeter may monitor either the
input or output of the amplifier. The amplifier is used to feed a
scaler (electronic counter with a built-in time base) having a voltage
level discriminator such that a count is registered each time the

input voltage crosses upwards over the preset discriminator voltage.
By comparing voltmeter readings across the amplifier input and output,
with the calibration switch open, the amplification may be determined
and the discriminator setting may be referenced back to the input
circuit.

By inserting a 10 kc square wave into the input circuit,
the frequency response of the total circuitry was estimated. Observa-
tions of the oscilloscope showed rise times of approximately 2,0
microseconds, which suggests a flat response up to approximately
50 kc (the DC amplifier is only guaranteed a flat response up to
about 15 kc, but apparently is adequate beyond that limit).

Equipment Check Out. A check was made of the machine vibration
level by mounting accelerometers on the cup housing and running tests
with varying combinations of lead and speed. The maximum acceleration
obtained was about 0.15 g's. The spring supported mass attached to
the cup weighs 21 lbs. Taking into account the contact angle of the
bearing configuration, and neglecting the vibration mount restrain-
ing force, vibratory forces of about 4 lbs. result. These are con-
sidered negligible in comparison with the applied loads.
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A 1plastic enclosure is used to cover the rolling elements
;nd slip ring assemblies to aid in excluding dirt and moisture. Dry
n it r orePn b 1anketinq is util ized both in the oil reserv~ir and plastic
orl i'uro t o furthir maintnin n dry atmosphere . The entire system is
t h o i hi'. fuIy 7 si-cd .,i th nnphiha wh ich i s a IlIowed to t.vaporate bef ore

tets i I i ntr o d -.1d und t(!s t in a isF c oinmm(.n ce d.

A P roh I_ m * th ce rt i n t Ihe f o ur - h !i. c o nf ig ur at ion i s th1a t
a rn,,t(e routes of cvrr(cni ccan exisL with nai metallic cu p. I h

rup is ' iroun ded, it 'av h 1)c soon r f ro .tc he c i r c uit d i agram s hown i n
F' nc Iosu re .1 )ha current tiav f 1,ow not. oil \ f rori the lower ball1 (with
t h (,t 'i rt r ic. o n ta (,t or s toL thite to p ball 1, but a lso from the lower
hal1 t o the cup. A diro.c t short could then be indicated even though
thcre, iilht he scp-irati on between the upper and lower balls.

If the ru is isolated (flonting), a second route of current
flow is pass ihlr froin oniie lower ball to the cup through another lower
hall, and the(.n to the uipper ball. This route of current flow can, of
c ouirse(,, onl 1y oc c ur i f thevre is no filmr be tween two lower ball s and the

11u) a t thIte sam111e t i 1"!1,

I n vio st i ns tantc e s, it was found that a continuous filIm was
not (leve loped hetw, een the lower ball1s and the cup, so that it was
gifllera 1 IN, oces ::ary to huvs. a f Ioati ng cup) wvith respect to ground
p )t tit it) I . Undo r I igh~it 1 oad condi tions , however, a test was success-
fA I v conduc ted who rei n the cup was tv1rotunded with no apparent ef fects
o n rea douitt.

A second test was then conducted in which the cup was
brought uip to 100 my potential1 above ground by means of a second
battery and voitag-e divider. This secondary circuit is shown in
(ashed lines on Enclosure 5. In this instance~ the lower ball (with
electricn] contactor) will always be at full potential whether thle
lower ball and cup are in contact or not. It will only be at ground
potential when the lower ball contacts the upper ball. In this
a rrangomein t, no erroneous indications will occur from alternate paths
of current. More fre-quent contact should be shown when the cup is
c:rounded tlhan when the rup i s ait f ull1 potential, if there is signifi-
cant lower ball to cup contact. In the one comparative test conducted,
thlere' was no iiti ceable di fference whether the cup was grounded,
f ' o a t in (, o r atl 100 :nv. It !nay be assumed that in this test a full
fil!m, existted ' etween the lower balls and cups.

In all to't series reported below, the cup flonted. Possible
d iff i rulIt ie s 'ro- ht p i c Kup we re ove rcome by sh1i elId ing . Effects of
second routes of c,.rrcent are believed to he small1.
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Further testing is planned to evaluate ball to cup separation over
the entire load, speed, lubricant range. Depending on results, the
cup will be operated grounded, at 100 my, or isolated, whichever
yields best operation and freedom from secondary current routes.

It has !een determined thatthe original cup surface finish
was about 10 microinches rms, and that after extensive running the
surface finish was improved to about 4 microinches rms. The rougher
surface finish of the cup as compared to the ball, may account for
the fact that full films were not established under all conditions
between the balls and cup well in advance of the establishment of a
full film between the upper and lower ball, even though the unit
pressures are much lower for the ball to cup contact than for the
ball to ball contact.

The test arrangement described so far was used in obtaining
data in the final test series to be analyzed further below. Prior
to arriving at the test arrangements which have been described, it
had been found necessary to make modifications to some parts of the
test apparatus and electrical circuit. Tests had been attempted with
a top ball which was not bonded to the driving spindle. It was
found that this caused erratic results in ball tracking as the ball
would shift its axis. Reasonably high loads (150 lbs.) are required
before the upper ball will maintain a fixed axis if unbonded. A
transformer had been used in lieu of the DC amplifier and this
resulted in rather poor definition of the signal submitted to the
electronic counter. The atmosphere surrounding the test elements
and oil reservoir had not been controlled with respect to humidity
and cleanliness. The exact effects of testing in an uncontrolled
atmosphere are difficult to define, but it certainly adds an
unnecessary variable. Finally, an electronic counter was originally
utilized which had poor discriminator setting control, and resulted
in uncertainties regarding the level at which counts were obtained.
Preliminary test data were obtained during development of the
test arrangement and are contained in Enclosures 10 - 12 (which
will be discussed in more detail later). These preiiminary data
should be regarded as indicating trends only.
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2-2 Test Lubricants

The lubricants used are described in detail in section 4 of
this report. Two test oils were utilized for the final series of
tests conducted with the modified test apparatus. These oils were
obtained from Esso and are designated as Esso Primol 355 with a vis-
cosity of 75 centistokes at 100F, and a special limited quantity
sample oil with a MLO-7588 base with a viscosity of 23.2 centistokes
at 1000F. These oils are both highly refined mineral oils containing
no additives other than traces of oxidation inhibitors. The oils
were dried to remove any moisture, and were filtered through one-half
micron Millipore filters.

The preliminary test series lubricants are also described in
detail in section 4 of this report, and are a white pharmaceutical
mineral oil (80 centistokes at 100°F), a polyolefin lubricant with a
mild EP additive (MLO-7584, 117 centistokes at 100*F), and a diester
base lubricant (MLO-7593, 24 centistokes at ]00*F).

2-3 Test Data

Final test series results obtained with the final test setup
are now given as follows:

Enclosure 13 shows maximum Hertz stress as a function of
load applied to the upper ball.

Enclosure 6 shows curves of voltmeter reading across the
contact as a function of speed with load as a parameter, for Esso
Primol 355 lubricant. The voltage readings are generally steady, due
to the averaging performed by the voltmeter time constant. It is
seen from the curves that the voltage increases steadily with speed
for any given load and reaches the 100 millivolt value corresponding
to zero current across the contact at speeds depending on the load.
The curves shift from left to right in a consistent manner as the
load is increased. The curves appear to have a characteristic shape,
concave from above for low voltages and convex for high voltages.

In Enclosure 7 a repeat of the same test is shown using
the same balls as in Enclosure 6. The curves are similar in
appearance; however, the curve for any given load in Enclosure 7
falls to the left of the corresponding curve on Enclosure 6. This
will become understandable when the effect of running-in and
plastic deformation of the balls will be discussed.
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Enclosure 8 shows the number of counts (interruptions
of contact voltage) per rolling cycle* for the test for which the
average voltages were shown in Enclosure 6, and Enclosure 9 shows
the same counts corresponding to the repeat test for which the
average voltages were shown in Enclosure 7.

The count rate curves were obtained with a discriminator
setting corresponding to 50 millivolts across the contact. It is
seen that for speeds where voltage measurements are just obtainable
that the count rate is very near a maximum value. In future test-
ing test points will be obtained to determine the slope of the
curve for lower speeds than those shown. Beyond the maximum value
the count rate rapidly decreases, and then gradually tapers off
again, to become practically zero for speeds at which the voltage
across the contact is equal to 100 millivolts. Count rates for the
repeat test, Enclosure 9, correspond to the voltage measurements
for the same test, i.e. the curves fall to the left of those for
the first test series.

Photographs were not taken of oscilloscope traces during
the final test series. However, the oscilloscope patterns were
identical to the eye with those obtained in the preliminary test
series, and, therefore, reference is made to Enclosure 14 showing
oscilloscope traces taken at the preliminary test series. Fig. A
shows a typical trace obtained when the contact voltage measured was
low. Fig. B is a trace obtained when the contact voltage was
approximately 50 millivolts.

Fig. C was taken with a voltage close to 100 millivolts.
Fig. D is taken at a condition similar to Fig. B except with a much
faster sweep rate.

It is seen that the oscilloscope trace does not always
alternate between zero and 100 millivolts but there are peaks at
many voltage levels, predominately low levels in Case A, predom-
inately high levels in Case C, and all levels between zero and 100
millivolts in Case B. The fast sweep trace in Fig. D shows the
voltage holding at an intermediate level for a finite period of time.

*A rolling cycle is the time elapsed between two successive
passages of a given lower ball over a fixed point on the
upper ball.
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Tests were also attempted with the special Esso oil
(MLO-7588 base). Enclosure 15 shows the results of a break-in test
with this oil (break-in tests will be discussed later). Following
a considerable amount of running time, only a relatively low voltage
level was obtainable. Further tests were conducted at higher
operating speeds which showed only a small gain in the average volt-
age level. The speed for the test apparatus is limited by the
mercury slip rings, so that conclusive data could not be obtained.
It was also apparent that the voltage readings were quite unstable,
since the voltage would fluctuate as much as 20 millivolts with
constant test conditions. Further testing with this oil was discon-
tinued for this reporting period.

Preliminary Test Series. The preliminary test data curves of
average contact voltage as a function of speed, with load as the
parameter, are shown on Enclosures lO-1.2forgeneral reference only. It
may be seen by comparing these curves with those of Enclosures 6 and 7
that the same characteristic behavior, which has been discussed, is
evident.

Enclosure 10 shows voltage measurements with a white
mineral oil. With the exception of the curve for 25 lbs. and the last
point on the curve for 75 lbs. the data shows that the initial point
where voltage readings are obtainable is only slightly affected by
load, that there is a relatively sharp rise in voltage to about 70
to 90 millivolts, and that the slope decreases with increasing load.
Enclosure 12 shows voltage measurements for a Diester lubricant.
With the exception of the curve for a 75 lb. load, the curves show
that the slope of the voltage curves increase slowly with a speed
increase, and that increasing load increments appear to have more
effect than with the mineral oil. The speed was cut-off at 3d4 rev.
per min. as a low speed gear box was being utilized at the time.
Enclosure 11 shows voltage measurements for a Polyolefin lubricant.
A very similar set of curves is obtained in this case, however, quite
erratic behavior is exhibited in that the best separation is shown
for the highest load. The curves do exhibit the same characteristics
as the curves previously described.

The curves of count rates have not been presented for the
preliminary tests in view of their extremely erratic behavior, and
the fact that the transformer and particular electronic counter
employed were later found to produce unreliable results.
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Break-in of New Balls. In all testing, it has been observed
that when new bull surfaces are run together under load, at a speed
producing a relatively low average voltage across the contact, that
the voltage reading will increase with running time to a preliminary
stabilization level. Data on such runs are presented on Enclosure 15.
A preliminary stabilization level usually occurs in a relatively short
time period of 60 to 90 minutes. Even after this period, further
very gradual increases in contact voltage are noticeable over longer
periods of time. This may be seen by comparing Enclosure 6 with
Enclosure 7 where Enclosure 7 is a re-run with the same balls as
Enclosure 6 . It is seen that for any given load, a given voltage
is reached at a lower speed with the re-run balls. Approximately six
hours running time occurred between the start of one test and the
start of the second test. It is not yet known whether secondary
stabilization occurs or whether the voltage continually approaches 100 my.
It has been concluded on the basis of the curves shown and also from
examinations of the balls after running, that the initial stabiliza-
tion period is a result of improvements in surface finish by metal
removal and/or permanent deformation.

Of some interest is the curve shown for etched balls and
the special Esso lubricant. The voltage curve for these etched
balls shows dips. It was determined that these were the result of
shifting of the top ball track position. Based upon this test it
was concluded that the upper ball must be bonded to the spindle
(in future testing the ball will be retained with a specially
designed nut to facilitate test ball changes). In all of the test-
ing conducted, it was noticed that no tracks appeared on the lower
balls. Tests were then conducted on four-ball machines used for
endurance testing, and it was determined that approximately 150 lb.
load is required in order to show tracking on the lower balls in
long running. These tests are not directly comparable to the con-
ductivity tests, in that the speed was held constant, whereas, in
the conductivity testing the speed is constantly being varied. It
is intended to carefully evaluate lower ball tracking, since signi-
ficant differences may be observed if both upper and lower ball
surface finishes are improved.
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Ball Examination After Running. Enclosure 16 shows Talyrond and
Talysurf traces overthe upper ball track after running through the
two complete final test series, and microphotographs of a portion of
the same ball track. A depression has been generated which is about
18 thousandths of an inch wide and1 at maximum depth, 15 millionths of
an inch below the original spherical surface. Both the Talyrond and
Talysurf traces indicate the displacement of material to either side
of the depression. The Talysurf traces indicate a definite improve-
ment in the surface finish in the deformed area.

Enclosures 17a and 17b show micrographs at lOOX and O00OX
respectively. Their orientation on the ball is shown in the sketch
of Enclosure 17a. Bands of fretting corrosion are visible on either
side of the track. It appears as though three distinct bands make
up each of the larger bands. It is assumed that the fretting results
from the sliding which occurs in the lightly loaded peripheral
regions of the contact. The sub-divisions of the bands may result
from the fact that the load was applied in increments. The areas
within the contact appear to have been improved in surface finish
in that the lapping scratches have been greatly reduced in number
and depth. Throughout the contact area and into the bands of fretting
corrosion themselves, the surfaces contain horseshoe shaped markings
in great numbers. These markings are, as yet, unexplained. They
are quite regular, in that the open end points generally toward the
major ball diameter which is parallel to the track, are smallest in
the center and largest toward the outside edges of the track. The
markings appear to have been formed mechanically, however, the radii
seem much too small to have been formed by one ball pivoting about
the other.

2-4 Discussion of Results

In order to understand better the meaning of conductivity
test results, it is recalled that conductivity testing, as attempted
here, is based on the work by Furey (39). It is Furey's contention
that contact, as evidenced by current under the low DC voltages
used here, indicates a metallic contact between the rolling surfaces.
He states that for lubricants without EP additives the absence of
current indicates complete separation by a full lubricant film. His
oscillograms have tended to show that at any given time, contact is
made or broken in a series of discrete steps of either zero voltage
or full voltage across the contact. He concluded from this that
there are only two conditions in the contact zone: either full film
or metallic contact at least at one point.
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The test results reported here have not completely sub-
stantiated this concept in that the oscilloscope traces appear to
show dwell periods of the voltage at intermediate levels. It can
be argued that these dwells are artifacts due to the response
characteristics of the electronic system, but this cannot be proven
at this time. At the present time, therefore, there is a possibility
that intermediate stages exist between full contact (metallic contact)
and full separation, caused either by dielectric breakdown of an oil
film having less than a given minimum thickness capable of with-
standing the voltage applied, or in turn caused by contact between
the surfaces with an interposed boundary layer, oxide film or other
high resistance material which causes a high contact resistance to
exist.

Whatever the mechanism of these intermediate conditions
might be, it seems safe to assume that full voltage across the con-
tact (100 millivolts in our case) indicates a full film. For this
reason, the points on the average voltage vs. speed curves where
the curve reaches 100 millivolts can be taken to be indicative of
the establishment of a full, uninterrupted lubricant film.

On the other hand, the low speed region at which no detect-
able voltage is observed can be taken to signify the absence of a
full lubricant film. It does not necessarily follow that at these
low speeds there is true metallic contact, part or all of the time,
but it seems clear that a different situation exists from that
characterized by a 100 millivolt voltage across the contact.

In the intermediate speed zone where the average voltage
across the contact is a finite value other than 100 millivolts, it
is very likely that most of the time the Furey mechanism of alter-
nating establishment and disruption of a full film does prevail.
This is suggested by the fact that the voltage crosses over the 50
millivolt line regularly and in a countable manner with frequencies
shown in the count rate curves. These frequencies seem to be
characteristic of the particular test conditions. However, there is
a good possibility that there are transition periods between full
film and full contact which are characterized by breakdown of very
thin films, by the interposition of high resistance layers, or by a
multitude of other possible mechanisms. While it appears, therefore,
to be safe to assume the vxistence of a full film of
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elastohydrodynamic character for the high speed zone characterized
by 100 millivolt voltage across the contact, and of no hydrodynamic
film for zero voltage, no definite statement for the intermediate
speeds can be made.

One obvious test that suggests itself for further clari-
fication of the occurrences in the contact is to run with a lower
applied voltage across the contact. If curves of percent average
voltage and count rate then obtained, follow the ones obtained at
the higher applied voltage, then it would seem reasonable to assume
that dielectric breakdown phenomena of finite thickness films are
of minor significance. This test will be conducted in the next
period. There is some reason to assume that the test, when conducted,
will yield positive results because Furey in his work has performed
such tests, and he has found that the applied voltage did not
influence the results, providing only that it was low enough. By
analogy with Furey's tests, it has been concluded that 100 milli-
volts should be low enough voltage for the configuration used in the
present test. However, this will be ascertained by reducing the
voltage further and noting the results.

It should be borne in mind that for film thicknesses pre-
dicted by elastohydrodynamic theory and experimentally found by
other workers (Sibley et al (16), Archard et al (38)) which are of the
order of 5 to 10 microinches, the electric field intensity for 100
millivolts applied voltage, is in the order of 10 to 20 kv/in. At
asperities the film thickness is less, and the field intensity will
be considerably higher. The dielectric strength of oils tested
here is not known. However, the dielectric strength of straight
hydrocarbon transformer oils in bulk is of the order of 275 kv/in.
If bulk dielectric strength is a guide to the strength in thin
films, even thin points on the film, say of the order of 2-3
microinches, would be successfully isolated under 100 millivolts
applied voltage.

The count rate curves shown are of interest as indicating
the frequency of film breakdown occurrences. As can be seen in the
enclosures, count rates up to 250 per rolling cycle have been
observed. It follows from the geometry of the test arrangement that
about 1.34 revolutions take place before a given lower ball twice
rolls over a point on the upper ball. There are, accordinqli, up to
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250 film interruptions while the monitored contact travels once
around the upper ball. Under these speed and load conditions, there-
fore, the film is highly unstable. At maximum count rates, several
contacts are made or broken while the contact travels a distance
equal to one Hertzian diameter.

The conductivity testing will make it possible to select
test conditions for endurance tests in the rolling 4-ball configura-
tion, In which there exists a continuous hydrodynamic lubricant film,
and others in which there is none (continuous contact). As soon as
such conditions have been verified with conductivity testing at
practical endurance testing speeds and loads, it is planned to
Initiate endurance runs under a pair of such conditions, In order to
gather data regarding film influence on fatigue life.

I
I
I
I
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3

AUTORADIOGRAPHY OF FOUR BALL TEST SPECIMENS

3-1 Autoradioaraphy Techniques

The autoradiography of ball specimens from rolling 4-ball
tests using one activated lower bell presents a considerable experi-
mental problem. The autoradiographic film has to conform closely to
the spherical ball surface, especially in the region of the wear
track. Gaps of 2 to 3 microns have been shown to impair resolution
materially (40). The wear tracks themselves are rather narrow (about
300 microns for 500,000 psi contact pressure). To detect the loca-
tion of transferred wear particles across a wear track of this width,
autoradiography with a resotution of well below 10 0 ^ has to be
employed. The fast X-ray films generally employed in wear studies
have, under the most favorable conditions, a resolution of about
50.l(with pure beta emitters of high specific activity, and under
ideal geometric conditions such as perfectly flat surfaces).

The best approach to high resolution autoradiography on
test balls under conditions of difficult geometry and in the presence
of gamma emitters appears to lie with very thin films such as the
10/4, thick Kodak Autoradiographic Stripping Film, Type NTB and the
SMwthick Kodak Autoradiographic Permeable Base Stripping Film. These
films are applied to the specimen by flotation techniques which assure
very close and uniform contact between the specimen and the radiation
sensitive emulsion. Unfortunately the application of the film to the
specimen has to be carried out in water with the resulting danger of
corrosion on the steel ball specimen. Rust will give rise to auto-
radiographic artifacts, such as abrasion of the emulsion by rust
particles during the oxidation of iron to iron oxide.

Prior to the start of radiotracer experiments a technique
was checked out to coat steel balls with a water impermeable film
(41). To prevent large scale absorption of beta radiation by an
interposing protective layer between specimen and emulsion this pro-
tective layer has to be extremely thin, preferably one micron or less.

By applying one drop (0.05 ml) of a 1% by weight Saran F-120
solution in methylethyl ketone concentrically to the topmost point on
a 1/2 inch ball (that is the drop is applied at the "north pole") the
upper hemisphere can be covered with a continuous water-impermeable
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film. Coated balls were tested for protection by dipping into dilute
nitric acid. Uncoated areas of the balls are etched immediately,
while the coated areas were not affected at all by a 10-20 second
dip in nitric acid. The completeness of film formation on a steel
ball can be followtd readily by the appearance of interference colors
ranging from yellow to blue depending on the thickness of the film.
Assuming that all of the solution applied stayed on the upper hemi-
sphere, the obtainable film thickness from one drop of the solution
used can be calculated to be about one micron. Allowing for some
run-off of solution (which actually does occur) the films prepared on
1/2 inch balls are below one micron in thickness and are continuous
enough to protect the balls against temporary exposure to water and
moisture.

As a next step, the Kodak Autoradiograph Permeable Base
Stripping film was floated on to a ball pre-coated with Saran film.
Careful examination under a Stereo Microscope indicates that the
floated emulsion covers sufficiently large zones of the ball with a
wrinkle-free, tightly adhering film. Thus, the mechanics of film
application appear to be solved.

It is intended to coat a small spherical electric light
bulb with an opaque layer, and produce fine pinpoints or scratches
on this layer. Next, a Saran film and a Kodak strip film will be
applied and the latter exposed by lighting the bulb. It is expected
that the results will yield an evaluation of the resolution obtainable
by this process.

Another approach to high resolution autoradiography being
investigated for metal transfer studies is the use of lightly car-
burized surfaces, using a C-14 containing gas as the carburizing
atmosphere. The introduction of C-14 into bearing surfaces is
believed to improve autoradiographic resolution two fold by (1) limit-
ing radioactivity to a pure bets emitter, thus eliminating interfer-
ence from scattered gamma radiation, and (2) permitting the use of
bearing surfaces with higher specific surface beta activities than
is practicable with neutron activated steel specimens. This approach
has not yet been followed up.
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3-2 Test Preparations

The initial phase of radiotracer testing will be conducted
with a specially adapted four bell test machine. The modifications
consist primarily of special handling facilities and shielding to
eliminate radiation hazards.

Testing for the next period will be in two parts. The
preliminary testing will consist of tests to determine the amount
of transfer which may be expected under conditions of intimate
metallic contact. Tests will then be conducted to determine the
transfer which will occur during acceleration of the test rig to the
speed giving a full lubricating film. Attempts will be made to
minimize transfer during this time by accelerating under low load.
The full film test point will be established from conductivity tests.
After accounting for the acceleration period, tests under full film
conditions will be run. If it is shown that no transfer of material
occurs under these conditions, the test speed will be reduced until
metal transfer takes place. Thus, the radioactive testing will verify
the existence of a full film, and will also provide a means of cali-
brating the full film point, by yet another means. (It is possible
that the full film point is established sooner than indicated by the
voltage measurements.)

If it is found that too much metal transfer occurs during
the acceleration period, a specially designed cup will be fabricated
which will make it possible to change the contact angle of the four
ball configuration while in operation by changing the pitch diameter
of the cup. In this manner, the rig may be brought up to speed under
load under one contact angle, and then shifted to a new contact angle
so that a fresh contact area is exposed.

Two other test machines are being modified for radioactive
testing. These are an R2 test machine for ball and roller bearing
testing, and a flat washer machine for testing balls against flats.
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4

LUBRICANTS FOR THE HYDRODYNAMIC STUDIES

4-1 Types of Lubricants

Some of the luoricants to be used in the present studies
are selected high temperature lubricant formulations. These mater-
ials furnished ton- P2 F Industries are of known composition and have
been found previously to possess certain qualities desirable of high
temperature lubricants.

The materials to be used comprise the following general
classes of compounds:

Diester Formulation (MLO-7593) (from Penn State University)

Polyolefin (MLO-.75d4) (from Penn State University)

Highly refined Naphthenic Oil Formulations: MLO-7582, 7277,
and 7451 (from Penn State University), the base oil for the
preceeding three formulations (from Esso Res. and Eng),
MLO-7558 (from Esso Res. Eng.)

Paraffinic Resin Extract (MLO-7583) (from Penn State University)

Polyphenyl ether (MLO-7503) (from Monsanto Chemical Co.)

Silicone Lubricant (MLO-.7017) (from General Electric Co.)

Enclosureid lists the exact compositions of the formulations
outlined above. Their general properties are discussed below.

The diester formulation (MLO-7593) is basically a turbo--
jet engine oil of the type used in applications requiring conformance
with specification M[L-L-78OO . Due to the special additive package
incorporated this formulation has better high temperature properties
than the usual MIL-L-7006 oils- in fact. it fulfills all bench test
requirements of the high temperature turbo-jet engine oil specifica-
tion MIL-L-02361 .

The polyolefin (MLO-7504) is a special cut of polyisobutene
manufactured by the Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Its physical
properties are comparable to the commcrcial product Indopol-L50.
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MLO-7504 has a considerable capacity for oxygen uptake due to the
large number of carbon-carbon double bonds in the molecule. The
oxidation products of MILO-7504 are high volatility materials. Hence
this lubricant does neither thicken nor coke (as readily as more
oriven tiona I I ub 'icaints ) at hi gh-temperatures.

Three of the fri:iujations based en a highly refined naphthenic
oil (ML-75132, 727;? and 7431) are designed to study the effect of
E.P. additives on rolling contact lubrication at high temperatures.
MLO-.7582 is an oxidation inhibited base oil, 14LO-7277 is tricresyl-
phosphate containing MLO-7582 formulation and MLO-7451 consists of a
MLO-7502 base stock containing an E.P. additive of the acid phos-
phite type.

The tricresylphosphate containing formulation has been sub-
mitted to Wright Air Development Division by the Petroleum Refining
Laboratory of Pennsylvania State University as a high temperature
hydraulic fluid under the designation MLO-7243 (42).

Primol 355 and MLO-7550 are straight naphthenic base oils
containing only a trace amount of preservative to increase the storage
stability of the materials (Primol 355 is the base stock for MLO-7582,
7277 and 7451). The above two additive-free base oils are used for
preliminary conductivity studies in order to eliminate all possible
interference by additive packages with the conductivity techniques
used in this work. Furey (39) has shown that certain EP additivies
create non-conductive bonded films which, in conductivity work,
simulate hydrodynamic separation. Bulk data for these. base oils
proper are not available; the data given were obtained from Esso
Research and Engineering and refer to blended formulations contain-
ing various additives of an unspecified nature.

The paraffinic resin extract (MLO-7583) is a high viscosity
material with certain desirable high temperature properties. Though
its thermal stability at 600 and 700*F is inferior to lower viscosity
paraffinic oils, the heavier material shows less tendency towards
dirt. (coke) formation under high temperature oxidation conditions
(43). This material has a viscosity of about 9 centistokes at 400*F
as compared to viscosities of 2 cs or less for most other oils in
the test program.
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The polyphenyl ether, MLO-7503, is a member of a new class
of high temperature lubricants. The polyphenylethers have been shown
to have good lubricity characteristics and oxidation stability at
temperatures where conventional lubricants become unusable. The poly-
phenylethers are also quite resistant to radiation damage (44 ).

The silicone lubricant to be used in the present studies
(MLO-7017) is a chlorinated material, General Electric Versilube F-50.
This material has somewhat improved lubricity properties as compared
to methylsilicone lubricants.

In addition to the above oils, a medicinal grade white oil
(Nujol) has been used in the conductivity studies. Since this
material is not used as a lubricant in the conventional sense, stan-
dard engineering data are not available. Nujol is a straight hydro-
carbon oil without any additives.

4-2 Lubricant Properties

The available specific infoitation on the properties of the
lubricants to be used in the present program is tabulated in Enclosures
19-28.

The viscosity-temperature properties are listed in
Enclosure 19 and are self-explanatory.

The viscosity-pressure relationships from 200-1000 psig*
are tabulated in Enclosure 20. The data listed were obtained by the
Petroleum Refining Laboratory at Pennsylvania State University (42)
with a modified shear viscometer. Pressure coefficients in this
pressure range are unobtainable by the "Falling Ball" method. Pre-
liminary data indicate that the two methods do not correlate below
10,000 psig (45).

Interesting to note in Enclosure 20 are the viscosity
measurements on gas saturated oils at 1000 psig and 100*F. In several
instances the viscosities of the gas saturated oils dropped below
the values for the same oils at atmospheric pressure. The effects
of gas solution on viscosity at high temperature and high pressures
is presently unknown.

*Viscosity-pressure data at higher pressures are unavailable.
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Bulk modulus (coefficient of compressibility) date for the
lubricants under discussion are presently unavailable.

Density-Temperature data and Coefficients of Expansion are
listed in Enclosures2l and 22 respectively.

Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat data are found in
Enclosure 23.

Vapor Pressure-Temperature relationships, where available,
and Evaporation Test data are listed in Enclosure24 .

Some Electrical Properties were obtainable for the poly-
phenyl ether and are listed in Enclosure 25 .

Thermal Stability Test dota are assembled in Enclosure 26
Outstanding in its thermal stability at 7000 F is the polyphenyl ether
fluid (MLO-7503). The highly refined mineral oil formulations
(MLO-7502 and 7277), while inferior to polyphenylethers and silicones
in thermal stability, show a marked improvement over the ester based
oil (MLO-7593). The latter solidifies completely Ofter 6 hours at
650*F, the mineral oils remain fluid after that time at 7000 F.

Oxidation-Corrosion Stability Test data, Enclosure 27 , show
a similar trend. The outstanding fluid in this test at 5000 F is
again the polyphenyl ether.

Unfortunately, available data on the oxidation character-
istics of the lubricants for this program, have been obtained under
a variety of conditions, such as time and temperature, making detailed
direct comparisons somewhat difficult.

Lubricity data from Shell 4-Ball Wear Tests are shown in
Enclosure 28 . Of significance to the lubrication studies are the
results from the four mineral oil formulations. The naphthenic
mineral oil (MLO--7502, 79 cs at IOOF) ranks lowest ii the group
in the 4-Ball Wear Tester at 67°F (75*C), 620 rpm and loads from
I kg to 40 kg. The paraffinic resin (MLO-7583, 3836,cs at 100'F)
and the mineral oil plus 0.5% di-isopropyl acid phosphite formula-
tion (MLO-7451) are about equivalent, the latter being somewhat
superior at 40 kg.load. Mineral oil plus 1.0% tricresylphosphate
ranks highest of the mineral oil formulations.
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The ester fluid (MLO-7593) as well as the silicone formu-
lation (MLO-7017), while showing fairly low wear at I kg and 10 kq
loads and moderate temperatures, rapidly deteriorate in their
lubricating ability at 500 and 600*F and 40 kg load.
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5

HYDRODYNAMIC FILM MEASUREMENTS UTILIZING

X-RAY TECHNI WES

It has been outlined in the first progress report, that
X-ray bean techniques will be used to obtain film thickness and film
shape data by absolute measurements.

In order to better understand and predict the performance
of the X-ray measurement method, utilizing two balls in contact, con-
siderable emphasis has been placed on continued experimental and
analytical studies of 1-ray beam optics. This testing has confirmed
the feasibility of using a direct beam measurement method. It is
anticipated that testing during the next reporting period will finalize
the evaluation of the direct beam technique. Evaluation of the per-
formance of the curved crystal technique described in Progress Report
No I will commence. The X-ray beam studies are discussed in detail
later in this section.

5-1 Mechanical Design of the Two Sell Test Machine

The basic design of the two ball test machine was described
in Section 2-i of Progress Report No. 1. The majority of the design
details have been completed and preparations are being made for obtain-
ing bids prior to fabrication.

The major area of design which has not been finalized is the
X-ray beam system. A preliminary design for the curved crystal system
has been prepared and will be fabricated and pre-tested in the static
device. An arrangement for the direct beam method will be designed in
the next period.

The initial motor drives are being sized for operation of
the spindles at 5,000 rpm. This speed has been chosen on the basis of
cost and the availability of equipment. If it Is found necessary to
operate at higher speeds it will be necessary to switch to more elabo-
rate drives and controls than are now being contemplated. The design
has been arranged so that no re-design of the test machine itself will
be required other than the addition of larger motor mounts.
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5-2 X-ray Measurement of Oil Film Thickness

The primary problem in achieving accurate film thickness
measurements by X-ray transmission between two balls lies in the
accurate calibration of measured X-ray intensities to permit the com-
putation of corresponding values for the oil filled separation between
the balls.

In order to obtain valid results from an X-ray system the
following requirements must be met:

1. Calibration of X-ray intensity 's. separation must be independ-
ent of the geometry of the contact area.

2. The technioue must be sensitive to separation differences in
the order of 1 microinch.

3. Background level (counts per second measured at zero separa-
tion) must be low. A certain amount of background is un-
avoidable, its causes and methods for elimination will be dis-
cussed later.

Calibration. A detailed presentation of the method of cali-
brating intensity as a function of separation appeared in the Progress
Report No. 1, however, a brief review is now given:

The X-ray beam is directed at the interface between two
accurately finished I" diameter balls in dry contact under no load.
The contact point is then determined by finding the point of minimum
X-ray intensity. This minimum intensity value is called "background*
and is subsequently subtracted from all the readings. With the contact
point known it is possible to calculate from geometry the separation
at any measured distance from the contact point, see Enclosure 9, Pro-
gress Report No. 1. Intensity can now be plotted as a function of
separation and a calibration is obtained for separations ranging from
0 microinches to as high a value as desired. In practice, calibration
trials are run between 0 and 500 microinches.

X-ray Beam Geometry Design work is in progress on the X-ray
system described in Progress Report No. 1 utilizing two lithium
fluoride single crystals but it has not been investigated experiment-
ally to date. The techniques for grinding and bending single crystils
have been discussed in private communications (46), and a LiF single
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crystal slab, I' x 30, has been ground successfully to I am thickness
in preparation for bending to the proper radius. This system, upon
completion of the necessary parts, will be tested and calibrated and
results compared with the two experimental X-ray beam arrangements
that have been investigated before. Both of these arrangements, de-
scribed below, involved use of an undiffracted beam of strong char-
acteristic Molybdenum K radiation with accompanying white radiation.

a) The first arrangement investigated made use of the direct
beam with the line-shaped focal spot of the X-ray tube lined
up parallel to the line between the centers of both balls.
Divergence in the direction of the two ball centerline was
limited by means of parallel plates placed as shown in En-
closure29A . Results using this method are given in Progress
Report No. 1, Enclosures 6. 10, 11, 12 and 13, where the non-
linear intensity vs. separation calibration can be clearly
seen.

b) A much more effective use of the direct beam is accomplished
by the second method investigated, originally proposed by a
consultant (46 ). Here, Enclosure 29B, the line focus of the
X-ray tube is oriented horizontally and is viewed at right
angles to its length. In discussing Enclosure 2 9 vertical is
understood to mean in a direction parallel to the centerline
between the balls while the horizontal plane is perpendicular
to this centerline. Both vertical and horizontal divergences
are initially limited by a long aperture which effectively
encloses the entire beam in a tube. An adjustable vertical
slit formed by two short parallel plates placed close to the
balls limits the horizontal divergence so that the rays can
be considered as contained in a vertical plane passing between
the Jaws of the slit. In this way the radiation, once past
the vertical slit, can be considered as a 'sheet" of rays
emanating from a *point* source. The length (horizontal di-
mension) of the "point' source is limited to the length of
the line focus that can pass rays through the vertical slit.
The height of the 'point" source (its dimension parallel to
the direction in which separations are measured) depends on
the breadth (.8 mm) of the focal line and the angle (6) at
which this breadth is observed (the take off angle). En-
closure 30 presents diagramatically the geometry by which
intensity increases with separation assuming that radiation
comes from a point source. The divergence angle S defines
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the amount of radiation passing between the balls and keeping
In mind the fact that separations are on the order of micro-
Inches compared to a source to ball distance of several Inches
it is apparent that 6 is extremely small. Since the sine of
a small angle can be approximated by the angle (in radians),
S increases linearly with separation and therefore the re-

lationship between intensity and separation is linear.

It is evident from the discussion above that considering the
X-ray source as a mathematical point is a rough approximation since in
fact the 'point" source is quite large with respect to separations on
the order of microinches. A special report is being prepared at this
time to include an analysis of the geometrical optics involved. An
analysis of the relationship of intensity with separation for various
assumed contact area sizes will be included. The errors introduced by
applying calibration data from undeformed balls to contact area situ-
ations is also being investigated. Results already available indicate
that linearity for the geometries expected is good and that effects of
contact area dimension are minor.

5-3 Experimental Data

It must be shown experimentally, that the background and in-
tensity requirements can be met. Two ball contact profiles were de-
termined and the effect of the following variables on both background
and intensity were examinedt

1. Type of radiation counter

2. Selective filters

3. Slit width

Type of Radiation Counter . The counting efficiencies (ratio
of photons counted to photons received) of radiation counters generally
vary with the wavelength of impinging radiation. It is important,
therefore, to use a counter that has a high counting efficiency for the
X-ray wavelength being used. Data published by G.E. ( 47 ), show that,
for KoKoK(O.711A) radiation, either a krypton or a xenon filled pro-
portional counter is a good choice.

The krypton filled proportional counter was initially chosen
since the efficiency vs. wavelength data show that it is more selective
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in its acceptance of wavelengths, i.e. it has a high counting efficiency
for KoKOC radiation with a rapidly decreasing efficiency for shorter
and longer wavelengths. This effect was considered valuable since the
counter would selectively ignore radiation coming from the two follow-
ing possible background sources.

1. Short wavelengths which penetrate the material of the balls.

2. Long wavelengths coming from iron fluorescence.

These background sources will be examined in more detail
later, at this time it is sufficient to say that serious background
problems were encountered with the krypton filled counter as shown in
the following data.

Enclosure 31 is a plot of the X-ray intensity, that passes be-
tween the balls, as a function of distance from the contact point (the
point of minimum intensity). The curve was obtained by step-wise

I scanning across the profile of the two ball contact area in a direction
perpendicular to the line between the centers of both balls and the
abscissa values are given as distance, measured in this direction, from
an arbitrary reference point. Intensity was measured with the krypton
proportional counter under the following conditions:

Pulse Height Selector: All pulses above 5 V accepted (this
setting does not represent an attempt at monochromatizing the
beam, it merely eliminates random noise pulses produced by the
circuitry)

Filterst no filters were used

Slit Width*: .0008" + .0002"
(refers to the slit 'irectly in front of the balls)

Power Supply to the X-ray tube: 45 KV 22 Im

The point of minimum intensity corresponds to the contact
point where separation is zero. A plot of X-ray intensity against
separation (separation is calculated as previously described under
"Calibration*) is given in Enclosure 32 , By extrapolation, zero
intensity Is found to occur at a 'negative separation* of 195 micro-
inches. The 'negative separation" thus found will mow be defined as
background level, and the counting rate which occurs at a known zero
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separation can be expressed as microinches of apparent separation,
Obviously since oil film thicknesses on the order of 10 microinches
are anticipated in dynamic film measurements this background level is
totally unacceptable. Enclosure 33 , a plot of counting rate above
background per microinch separation as a function of separation, shows,
however, that the counting zate increases nearly linearly with separation,
thus the geometrical picture given in Enclosure 30 is correct as a
first approximation.

A drastic reduction of background intensity was obtained by
changing from a krypton filled to a xenon filled proportional counter.
Enclosure 34 shows the two ball contact profile measured with the
xenon filled counter under the following conditions:

Pulse Height Selectort All pulses above 5 V accepted

Filters: none

Slit ,Widtht .0008" + .0002"

Power Supply to the X-ray tube& 39 KV 24 U

The intensity vs. separation curve of Enclosure 35 shows
that background level has been reduced to 21 microinches, and Enclosure
36 indicates a linear increase of intensity with separation over the
entire range from 0 to 500 microinches. A comparison between Enclosures
33 and 36 shows that this improvement in background level was achieved
with no appreciable change in the intensity (count rate per microinch
separation).

No satisfactory explanation can be given for the drastic
difference in background levels found for these two proportional
counters. It has been observed however that krypton gas is excited by
wavelengths below 0.865 A (which includes EoKOC radiation) causing the
gas itself to become a source of radiation (fluorescence). This
phenomenon does not occur in xenon at wavelengths above 0.385 A and
since the wavelengths present in the incident beam are predominantly
above this value, fluorescenceof the xenon gas is practically elimina-
ted. This point is mentioned since it had been suggested by counter
manufacturers that it may have some bearing on the background and was,
in fact, the basis for changing from a krypton filled to xenon filled
counter.
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Pulse Height Azralysis of Background Radiation. At this point
an effort was made to determine the source of the remaining background
radiation. The following are some sources of background which were
suspected.

1. Iron Fluorescence When an element is irradiated by X-rays
with an energy level above its excitation edge it becomes a
source of X-rays itself or is said to fluoresce. In the case
of steel balls, iron K radiation is excited in the balls by
the impinging molybdenum K radiation. This fluorescent
radiation travels in all directions and could enter the counter.

2. Radiation Penetration through the Balls A certain amount of
radiation penetrates the material of the balls and reaches the
counter giving an apparent separation greater than that which
exists. If monochromatic EoKOC radiation is considered, the
apparent gap contributed by this transmitted radiation has
been calculated for perfect spheres in unloaded contact, see
Enclosure 37 , to be approximately 2 microinches. The apparent
gap which would be produced by monochromatic X-rays at the
short wavelength cut off value (for X-ray tube operating at
45 KV) is on the order of 200 incroinches. Thus hard X-rays
in the white radiation spectrum, although a small proportion
of the total radiation energy generated by the tube, contri-
butcs a disproportionately high background level.

3. Horizontal Divergence Some beam widening, which depends on
the amount of horizontal divergence, occurs after the beam
passes through the slit in front of the balls. Since un-
loaded balls,(0xcept for top ball weight~make contact over a
very small a.ea, obviously some radiation will reach the
counter if the beam has any appreciable width.

These three factors were considered the prime suspects as
sources of background intensity and the wavelength relationship be-
tween them is as followst

0

1. Iron fluorescence occurs predominately at 1.94 A

2. Radiation penetrating thzuugh the balls is concentrated at
the shortest wavelengths below MoKOc wavelength

3. Background caused by horizontal divergence occurs at the same
wavelength as the incident beam; primarily VoK radiation
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(0.711 X).

In order to determine the relative importance of these
factors in causing background a wavelength analysis of the background
radiation was done by making use of the relationship between the pulse
height generated in the counter by an incoming photon and its wave-
length (48). This relationship is characterized by a distribution of
pulse heights about some mean value for a given X-ray wavelength. The
pulse height iniean value is proportional to the energy of incoming
photons and it is possible to distinguish between wavelengths entering
the counter by means of a single channel pulse height analyzer. Some
inferences as to the source of background may be made by comparison of
the background radiation pulse height distribution with that of the
direct beam.

Examination of both pulse height distributions, Enclosurt
38 , Indicated that the wavelength distribution of background radiation
was nearly identical to that of the direct beam with a slightly higher
proportion of short wavelength radiation being present in the back-
ground.

This indicated that the primary background problem was caused
by horizontally divergent rays with a minor contribution to background
coming from the highly penetrating short wavelengths. There was no
indication of any appreciable concentration of pulses in the area
corresponding to the characteristic iron fluorescence wavelengths. In
order to verify the conclusions drawn from this comparlson, calibration
trials described in the following sections were conducted.

The Effect of Filters. The conclusion drawn above, that iron
fluorescence gives an insignificant contribution to the background in-
tensity, was substantiated by placing aluminum filters over the counter
tube windcw. Irrn fluorescence is highly absorbed by aluminum while
Mo characteristic radiation travel through it rather readily, thus a
2.3 mil aluminum filter stops over 75% of the iron fluorescence while
all: wing 93% of the No ra iation through. If iron fluorescence made
anv sijnificant contribution to tile background problem we could expect
filtering to produce a sharp drop in background intensity with inly a
slight loss of signal intensity. No significant change in background
level was )hsfrved, however, and iron fluorescence was eliminated a, a
possihic sonrce of background problems.
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Slit Width. H'orizontal divergence, wliich was shown by pulse
height analysis to be the prime cause of background, can be controlled
by the slit in front of the balls. The slit actually consists of two
parallel flats and Figure I of Enclosure 39 shows schematically how
the beam width, B, is defined at the plane P, shown in Enclosure 29 B ,
which is the vertical piane that cuts through the center of the balls
and is perpendicular to the X-ray beam. The derivation given below
Figure 1 shows that for a fixed slit width, W, and a given distanceA.
between the slit and the plane P, beam width varies directly with slit
opening.* Figure 2 of Enclosure 39A is a drawing of the beam with width,
B,striking the balls at plane P. Separations are at a minimum in this
plane and the blacked in area of Figure 2 represents the cross section
of the beam that passes between the balls at 0 separation as a result
of beam width. The derivation given below Figure 2 shows that this
area v3ries with the cube of the beam width which in turn varies di-
rectly with slit opening. Since the intensity observed passing be-
tween the balls is a function of this area, a very small decrease in
slit opening has a powerful effect on background at 0 separation and
this conclusion is supported by the following data.

Enclosure 40 shows the profile obtained under the same con-
ditions as Enclosure 34 with the exception that slit width was changed
from .0008" to .0005". A background level of 5 microinches was real-
ized with the smaller slit width as shown in Enclosure 41 . The small
slit opening gives a count rate of approximately 1.9 counts per second
per microinch compared to a value of 7.7 counts per second per micro-
inch obtained at the wider slit opening. This loss of intensity re-
quires the use of long counting times, however, both the background
level and counting rate obtained are feasible for successful film
thickness measurernents. Reasons for the sharp drop of the count rate
for reduced slit width will be apparent , from the mathematical analysis
of the X-ray geometry, to be given in a special report,

5-4 Summary of Results and Future Plans

Th? assumption is implied in the above discussion, that
background can be determined by simply measuring the rcdiation level
at zero separition and subsequently subtract it from all other read-
ings. This is by no means completely satisfactory.

1he pToblem of mathematical compensation for background is
illustrated by the following:

'rota] reflection is neglected in this discussion.
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a) Radiation penetrating through the balls - This portion of
the background radiation depends on the path length of steel
through which radiation must traverse as well as the wave-
lengths present in the incident beam. In the case of un-
distorted balls under no load, the path length is constant
and the error can be calculated. Under load, however, path
length will increase and the background is considerably di-
minished. Fortunately the contribution to this source of
background by short wavelengths can be rer.oved by pulse
height discrimination which eliminates pulses generated by
short wavelengths. The remaining background level caused by
penetration through the balls has been shown to have a maximum
value of 2 microinches, Enclosure 37 , therefore, the error
in uncorrected oil film measurements is not too great.

b) Intensity due to total reflection - At low glancing angles
X-rays will reflect totally from a surface In a manner anal-
ogous to the total reflection of visible light from a surface
within a prism. This portion of the observed intensity varies
with the geometry of the contact area, and will be dealt with
in the forthcoming special report.

c) Beam width errors - The intensity of radiation measured de-
pends on the cross sectional area of the beam which passes
between the balls but is interpreted as the average height
of that area. For a sufficiently narrow beam the average
height will not differ appreciably from the height at the
center of the beam. In a calibration trial this difference
only becomes important when the beam is near the p(,int of
zero separation in which case the average height of the cross
section gives an apparent separation that does not exist.

It is apparent that a straight subtraction of the back-
ground count Is arbitrary. The safest method for applying cali-
bration results to film measure;ients certainly lies in reducing back-
ground to a minimum where corrections are unimportant.

The aost effective background reduction was achieved by
changing from a krypton to a xenon filled proportional counter and
by limiting horizontal divergence by means of the vertical slit in
front of the balls. Iron fluorescence was shown to make a negligible
contribution to background. Minor reductions in background were
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achieved in the course of experimentation by reducing the voltage
applied to the X-ray tube and limiting the acceptance of high voltage
pulses. Both of these are methods for eliminating the background con-
tribution from highly penetrating X-rays in the high energy portion of
the white radiation spectrum. Since the background contribution from
this source was small when compared to the effects of beam widening
its effect was largely rasked in previous experimentations and the
optimum conbination of X-ray tube voltage and pulse height acceptance
remains to be determined.

In view of the demonstrated importance of restricting
horizontal divergence a new slit has been designed. It consists of
two parallel flats approximately I inch long ,(W of Enclosure 39)
and will be built up from gauge blocks, providing slit widths that can
be varied in increments of O.OO01. This redesigned slit used in
conjunction with a xenon proportional counter, optimum X-ray tube
power settings, and pulse height acceptance should produce the best
data available with direct radiation methods.

Also considered will be the possibility of using a calibrating.
configuration other than unloaded balls in contact. This configura-
tion, due to the small contacts obtained is, in fact, rather unlike a
loaded contact. An attempt will be made to calibrate through an
opening between flat surfaces, giving long gaps similar to those ex-
pected in loaded bell contact with hydrodynamic films.

I
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ENCLOSURE 1. AL62TO01

SUBSURFACE CONTACT STRESSES CAUSED By-
ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURES
ACCORDING TO DOWSON S IGGINSON (21)

0iS4 03?7 01 O.S9 0460 0-61 0,62 x
0'0 041 042 041 044 045 0-44
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W- 3 x10-3. U - 10-"1.
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TYPICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION I FILM THICKNESS
AS A FUNCTION OF ROLLER VELOCITY & CONTACT PRESSURE

FIG. A&B ACCORDING TO ARCHARD,GAIR 8 MIRST (22)

FIG. C ACCORDING TO BELL (25)

velocities (cm/)

Fioums a Width of oil lm u a function of roller veloolty and pg.
is = 0.4 P
p. - 2.5 tona/in.' (4 x 10' dyn/om')
R - 1"9om (075 in.)

1/0- 3"6x 10"dyn/oms (22500tone/in.9)
A, p- 4.1xl0dyn/omo (31tone/in.'.)
B. p- 7.2 x 109 dyn/om' (46 tom/in.')
O, Pe- 9. x 10' dyn/om' (03 tons/in.')

|0I ____ll___lll fl Ill

10

Experimentol points4-. using Ref. Oi 8
(see text)

000

A Sdistence in diretion of low , t', T,"ll .11~v P f q - q .

FJOU.T l b l 'os ur odistribution. F .,.C Graph for finding film thickness of a Rc.ts% r),

lubricant betwccn roiling cylinders.
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ENCLOSURE 3
FOUR BALL TESTER CROSS SECTION

(SCALE: FULL)

DRILL PRESS SPINDLE

OIL INLET
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ENCLOSURE 4
PHOTO MICROGR APHS OF ELECTRICAL CONTACTORS

(SHOWN ENLARGED ABOUT 13 TIMES)

OBLIQUE VIEW OF CONTACTING SURFACE

SIDE VIEW OF CONTACTOR
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ENCLOSURE 5
SCHEMATIC OF FINAL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

CONTACTOR
MONITORINGt
SWITCH 

4

SCOPE "O

3j
V

I~~~ Ile.oAPL,

SWITCHD.C. AMPLIFIER

(AUXILIARY CIRCUIT FOR > MOOEL 350-100
BALL TO CUP
SEPARATION TEST)

I5

-1. V

HEWLETT PACKARD f-
ELECTRONIC COUNTER1  CP TEKTRONIX TYPE 502
MODEL 523 C SCOPE DUAL. BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE
WITH DISCRIMINATOR (TYP)
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ENCLOSURE 6
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ENCLOSURE 11
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ENCLOSURE 12
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ENCLOSURE 14- AL62T004

TYPICAL OSCILLOSCOPE TRACES OF VARIOUS INDICATED
SEPARATION CONDITIONS

>
a 0
8 0

HORIZONTAL SWEEP 5 MILLI-SEC/OM HORIZONTAL SWEEP 5 MILLI-SEC/OM
VOLTAGE PARTIALLY RISING FROM INDICATED COMPLETE SEPARATION$ AND
SNORTED CONDITION SHORTS WITH INTERMEDIATE LEVELS

HORIZONTAL SWEEP 5 MILLI-SEC/CM HORIZONTAL SWEEP 0.1 MILLI-SEC/CM
VLTAGE DROPPING FROM INDICATED EXPANDED VIEW OF AN INTERMEDIATE
SEPARATION LEVEL VOLTAGE LEVEL
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ENCLOSURE 15AL62T004
VOLTAGE RISE AS A FUNCTION OF RUNNING TIME
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TALYROND a TALYSURF TRACES
O F I/ 2'lDIA SALL AFTER TEST RUNS

14o4

14 b TALYSURF TRACES TAKEN 900 APART ACROS-S -- BALL TAK
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E NCLOSURE 170a AL62.TQ4
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF UPPER TEST BALL SHOWING TRACKING-EECTS
SKETCH OF UPPER BALL SHOWING THE
ORIENTATION a APPROXIMATE FIELD OFVIEW OF THE PHOTOMICkOGRAPHS SHOWN
ON ENCLOSURES I7T a& 1 b

VIEW 2:

VIEW 6VIEW

VIEW 5VIEW/

VIEW I
100 X

LOAD

VIEWW 2
1000 X
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ENCLOSURE 17b AL62 T00
PHOTOM IC ROGRAPHS OF UPPER TEST BALL SHOWING TRACKING EFFECTS

W~IE 654;~
1,000 X1,000 x
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ENCLOSUIf 21 AL62TO00'

DENSITY - TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS

00F 100 F 200cV 300oF ?OOCF 500oF 600OF

MLO-7593 (BASE -- 0.901 0.862 0.823 0.783 0.741 -
FLUID DATA)

ML0-7584 - 0.837 0.805 0.757 0.732 0.695 -

MLO-'277 0.908 0.873 0.838 0.802 0.768 0.732 -

MLO-7583 - 0.895 0.860 0.824, 0.789 0.756 --

MLO-7503 - 1.187 1.148 1.100 1 .057 1.013 0.971

MLO-7017 - 1.010 0.962 0.915 0.868 0.821 --
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COEFFICIENT uF EXPANSION, 1U"4 cc/cc 'F

OCIf 100OF .2000 F 300OF 400OF 500OF 600OF 70OF

MLO-7277 40 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.9 -- -- --

MLO-7583 -- 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.3
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ENCLOSURE 23 AL62TOO4

THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY BTUIiR FT OF

OF 10F 200OF 3OF. 0OF 500 _
MLO-7598 - 0.0870 0.0861 0,0855 0.0849 0.0843
MLO-7584 -- 0.0713 0.0713 0.0714 0.0719 0.0725

MLO-7277 0.0775 0.0732 0.0729 0.0705 0.0682 0.0659
MLO-7503 - 0.0768 0.0753 0.0733 0.0715 0.0695

MLO-701 7 -- 0.0895 0.087 0.0861 0.0859 0.0858

SPECIFIC HEAT- BTu/LB oF

OF j0VF 200OF 300OF 00f 500oF 70oof
ML-7277 0.424 0.t71 0.519 0.566 0.615 0.660 --
MLO-7503 - 0.368 0.400 0.432 0.465 0.496 0.528 0.560
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VAPOR PRESSURE,, i HQ

1oO F __.c_ 0OoF 5OoF 600OF 7ooc OOF

MLO-7277 -- 0.1 2.0 17 -- -

MLO-7503 . -0.7 53 26 103

MLC-7017 6 22 kO 6 .-- -

EVAPORATION RATES AT 00O'1 AIR FLOWl 2 LITERS/INUTE
TEST TIME: 6.5 HOURS

(MIL-L-7808 TEST METHOD)

PEROENT WEIGHT
Loss

MLO-759 1 6.
MLO-7584 67
ML0-7582 1 4,.1
MLO-7277 15.2
MLO-.7503 0.6
MLO-7017 1.1
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ENCLOSURE 25 AL62TOO

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AT 250 AND IOOOC

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT RESISTIVITY OW-M.4 POWER FACTOR60 cYCLE C .._. .OOKC AT 5OU VIC 60 CYCLE T'TUK 1OOKC
MLO.7503 0250C 4.7 4 47 4 47 4.47 7400 x 109 0.05% 0.01 0.025% 0 22%01000C 2.69 3.89 3.88 3.88 2800 x 109  2.03% 0:09% 001% 0.01s
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ENCLOSURE 27 AL62TOOk

OXIDATION - CORROSION STABILITY (IN PRESENCE OF Fle A. AND CU CATALYSTS)

TEST TEST AIR % VISCOuITY NEUT. No. S WEIGIT S OIL
yl. TmFowCHA!UE INCREAS9 Loss INIOLULLS

MLO-7593 700 10 to SOLIDIFIES 100

ML067584 600 20 5 *63 2 2 13 TRACE
700 20 5 +182 3.2 40 0.2

ML0-7582 347 72 5 05 0.3 2 NONE
500 20 5 --67 2.8 3 TRACE
700 6 10 * 450 2.3 27 0.3

MLO-7277 3,7 72 5 +7 0.2 2 0.3

MLO-7583 347 72 5 o69 2 0 1 TRACE
500 20 5 .61 6 0 TRACE

ML0-7503 500 48 5 +6 0 1.3 NO,,E
550 48 5 *17 0 1.5 Nowl

MLO-701 7 500 20 5 .30 0.7 1.0 TRACE
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ENCLOSURE 28 AL62TO04

LUBRICITY TEST DATA (SHELL 4-.ALL WEAR TESTER)

(ALL TESTS UNDER NORMAL AimosPER USING 1/26 DIAMETER SAE 52100 BALLS)

T~pS~fTEST WEAR SCAR.DIAMETEP IN .91

TIME wis.) I LOA IllI¢ATED

MLO-7593 167 620 1 0.26 0.55 0.60
500 620 1 0.22 0.68 1.38
600 620 ! 0.29 0.97 1.12

PIL0.758 500 620 1 0.21 0.32 1.08
600 620 1 0.29 0.86 1.69

1,O-7582 167 620 1 0.22 0.'7 0.61

MLO7277 167 620 1 0.11 0.22 0.39

MLO-T451 167 620 1 0.18 0.30 0.46

NL0-7583 167 620 1 0.17 0.28 0.54

MLO,,7503 167 620 1 0.1 0.59 0.77
400 620 1 - 0.80 -

MLO-7017 167 620 1 0 18 0.31 0.67
500 620 1 0,39 0.77 1.56
600 620 I 0.34 0.63 1. 0
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ENCLOSURE 54 ,1.,t).,.',0,
SEPARATION PROFILE (XENON COUNTER)
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ENCLOSURE 37 L 62T004

CALCULATION OF PENETRATION ERROR

100

Now
S80-H

OZ
t-z

I

z %I, 10 e19 (100)

a.

I LL0

zwIz
I 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

2H IN MICROINCHES

FOR A GIVEN VALUE OF H THE CORRESPONDING
PATH LENGTH THROUGH THE BALL IS GIVEN BY,

P 2,/2RH , 2R=I"
TOTAL INTENSITY PENETRATING BOTH BALLS EQUALS THE AREA
UNDER THE CURVE. THIS INTENSITY GIVES AN APPARENT SEP-
ARATION EQUAL TO THE WIDTH OF THE EQUIVALENT RECT-
ANGLE WHOSE HEIGHT IS 100%. THE AREA, MEASURED BY
PLANIMETER, GIVES AN EQUIVALENT WIDTH OF 1.8 MICRO-
INCHES,
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HORIZONTAL DIVERGENCE AND BEAM WIDTH
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